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Introdution.We onsider the following system of reation-di�usion equations:(0.1) � �tu� a�xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g;u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0;where 
 is an unbounded domain of R3 with a suÆiently regular boundary �
(see Setion 1), u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, �x is theLaplaian with respet to x, f(u;rxu) and g = g(x) are given interation funtionand external fores respetively and �0 > 0 and a > 0 are given onstants.The long time behavior of the solutions of (0.1) is of a great urrent interest. It iswell known that, under appropriate assumptions on the nonlinear term f(u;rxu),on the external fores g and on the domain 
, this behavior an be desribed interms of the global or/and exponential attrators of the dynamial system generatedby (0.1) (see e.g. [1-4℄, [11-13℄, [15-17℄, [20-21℄, [24-27℄, [30-31℄, [34-36℄ and thereferenes therein). In partiular, when 
 is bounded, the global attrator A ofproblem (0.1) has usually �nite Hausdor� and fratal dimensions (see [3℄ and [27℄).In that ase, in�nite dimensional attrators an naturally appear only in the aseof nonautonomous equations (0.1) (e.g. with g = g(t)) and only when the timedependene of the external fores is desribed by an in�nite number of parameters(e.g. in the ase of almost-periodi external fores, see [5-6℄). In ontrast to this, inthe ase of unbounded domains, the attrator of problem (0.1) has usually in�niteHausdor� and fratal dimensions, even in the autonomous ase and, onsequently,in that ase, the in�nite dimensionality of the attrator has an internal nature andan appear even when the external fores vanish (see [9℄, [12℄, [25℄ and [34-36℄; seealso [10℄, [19℄ and [32℄ for analogous results for damped hyperboli equations inunbounded domains).Nevertheless, there exist several partiular ases of equations (0.1) in unboundeddomains 
 for whih the assoiated dynamis is �nite dimensional (and very similarto the ase of bounded domains, see [1-2℄, [8℄, [11℄ and [13℄).In the present paper, we give a systemati study of one of the partiular asesmentioned above, whih is determined by the following assumption on the nonlin-earity f(u;rxu):(0.2) f(v; w):v � 0; for all v 2 Rk and w 2 R3k(here and below, u:v denotes the standard inner produt in Rk ) and assuming thatthe external fores g(x) tend to zero in an appropriate sense as jxj ! 1. Forinstane, the ase 
 = Rn and g belonging to a weighted Sobolev spae L2��(Rn),with ��(x) := (1 + jxj2)� and � > 0, was studied in [1-2℄, [4℄, [8℄ and [11℄ andthe ase � = 0 was onsidered in [13℄ (exponential attrators for (0.1) in weightedSobolev spaes W 2;2�� (Rn) were onstruted in [4℄ and [11℄ under additional stronggrowth restritions on the nonlinearity f(u;rxu)).In this paper, we remove the growth restritions on f(u;rxu) (see Setion 2 forthe preise onditions on f(u;rxu)) and weaken the assumptions on the externalfores g by taking(0.3) g 2 _L2b(
) := fg 2 L2lo(
); limjxj!1 kgkL2(
\B1x) = 0g;2



where BRx denotes the open R-ball in R3 entered at x 2 R3 .We note that (0.3) requires no additional assumption on the rate of onvergeneof g(x)! 0 as jxj ! 1 and, onsequently, the spae _L2b(
) is larger than L2(
). Onthe other hand, as elementary examples show (see [2℄ and [13℄), the dimension of theattrator may be in�nite (even under assumption (0.2)) if (0.3) is violated. Thus,assumption (0.3) looks like a sharp border between �nite and in�nite dimensionaldynamis.The following theorem gives the spatial asymptotis for the attrator A up toexponentially small terms as jxj ! 1 and lari�es the nature of its �nite dimen-sionality (see also [33℄ for an analogous result for nonlinear damped hyperboliequations in an unbounded domain).Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions hold and let z0 be an arbitrary equilibriumof (0.1). Then, there exists an e�etive radius Reff > 0 whih is determined by therate of onvergene in (0.3) suh that(0.4) jv(x)� z0(x)j � Ce�� dist(x;BReff0 ); for all v 2 A;where the onstants � > 0 and C > 0 are independent of x 2 
, v 2 A and Reff .Estimate (0.4) suggests that the fratal dimension of the attrator should beestimated in terms of the e�etive radius Reff . The next theorem gives suhestimates for the ase of global A and exponential M attrators of problem (0.1).Theorem 2. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, there exists a �nite dimen-sional exponential attrator M for problem (0.1) suh that(0.5) dimF (A; C(
)) � dimF (M; C(
)) � C vol(
 \ BReff0 );where the onstant C is independent of Reff .Moreover, examples of equations (0.1) for whih estimate (0.5) is sharp withrespet to the radius Reff are also given (see Setion 6). We also note that theproof of Theorem 2 essentially uses the onstrution of exponential attrators inBanah spaes proposed in [15℄.We then apply Theorem 2 to the following RDS with a small di�usion parameter� � 1:(0.6) �tu = ��xu� f(u)� �0u+ g; u���
 = 0;where, in ontrast to (0.1), the interation funtion f does not depend expliitlyon the gradient rxu. Indeed, after the resaling x ! x0�1=2 in (0.6), we obtainequation (0.6) with �0 = 1 and with external fores g�(x0) := g(x0�1=2). Applyingthen Theorem 2 to this new equation and noting that Reff (g�) = ��1=2Reff(g),we obtain the following result.Corollary 1. Let the above assumptions hold an let, in addition, g belong to _L1(
)(whih is de�ned analogously to (0.3)). Then, equation (0.6) possesses a uniformfamily of exponential attrators M� whose fratal dimensions an be estimated by(0.7) dimF (A� ; C(
)) � dimF (M� ; C(
)) � C1��3=2;3



where C1 is independent of �, and this estimate is sharp (see Setion 6 for details).We also onsider the nonautonomous analogue of equation (0.1):(0.8) � �tu� a�xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g(t);u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0;where the external fores g(t) depend expliitly on t. Following the general shemeof onstrution of the (uniform) attrator for nonautonomous equations via theskew-produt tehnique (see [5-7℄ and [21℄), we introdue the hull g 2 C(R; _L2b (
)):(0.9) H(g) := �Thg; h 2 R�Clo(R; _L2b(
)); (Thg)(t) := g(t+ h);where [�℄V denotes the losure in the spae V . A standard assumption on the nonau-tonomous external fores g (see [6-7℄ and [34℄) is that the hull H(g) be ompat inthe appropriate topology, namely(0.10) H(g) �� Clo(R; _L2b (
)):Some neessary and suÆient onditions to have suh a ompatness are given inSetion 3.As usual, in order to onstrut the (uniform) attrator for the nonautonomousequation (0.8), we onsider a family of equations of type (0.8) for all external fores� 2 H(g) and de�ne the extended skew-produt semigroup assoiated with problem(0.8) by(0.11) St : �b �H(g)! �b �H(g); St(u0; �) := (u�(t); Ttg);where �b is an appropriate phase spae for problem (0.8) (see Setion 2) and u�(t)denotes the solution of equation (0.8) with external fores � 2 H(g) and withu�(0) = u0. Then, by de�nition, the projetion A := �1A of the global attrator Aof semigroup (0.11) onto the �rst omponent is alled the uniform attrator of thenonautonomous problem (0.8), see [6-7℄, [21℄, [34℄ and Setion 3 for details.In ontrast to the autonomous ase, even in bounded domains 
, the uniformattrator A of problem (0.8) has naturally in�nite fratal and Hausdor� dimen-sions if the hull H(g) is in some sense in�nite dimensional and, onsequently, newquantitative harateristis are required in order to study suh attrators. Onepossible approah to handle this problem, whih was suggested in [7℄, is to studythe Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the uniform attrator.We reall (see [22℄ for details) that, if K is a preompat set in a metri spaeM , then, for every " > 0, it an be overed by a �nite number of "-balls in M .Let N"(K;M) be the minimal number of suh balls. Then, by de�nition, theKolmogorov's "-entropy of K in M is the following number:(0.12) H "(K;M) := log2N"(K;M):It is worth to emphasize that, in ontrast to the fratal dimension, quantity (0.12)is �nite for every preompat set K in M and, in partiular, it is �nite for theuniform attrator A of problem (0.8). 4



The entropy of in�nite dimensional uniform attrators of (0.8) in bounded do-mains 
 was studied in [6-7℄. The ase of autonomous RDEs in Rn was onsideredin [9℄ and [30℄. The entropy of attrators of autonomous and nonautonomous RDEsin unbounded domains was investigated in [34-36℄. Analogous results for dampedhyperboli equations were obtained in [32-33℄.We now reall that an exponential attratorM (if it exists) always ontains theglobal (uniform) attrator, see e.g. [4℄ or [15-18℄. Consequently, a �nite dimensionalexponential attrator M annot exist for problem (0.8) if the dimension of theassoiated uniform attrator is in�nite. Therefore, it is natural, following [16℄,to introdue the notion of in�nite dimensional exponential attrator and use theKolmogorov's "-entropy in order to ontrol its 'size'. It is also natural to seek foran exponential attrator with the same type of asymptotis of the "-entropy as thatof the uniform attrator: H "(A;�b) � H "(M;�b):In�nite dimensional exponential attrators for nonautonomous reation-di�usionequations in bounded domains 
 were onstruted in [16℄. In the present paper,we extend this result to the ase of unbounded domains 
.Theorem 3. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, there exists an in�nite dimen-sional exponential attrator M for the nonautonomous problem (0.8) whih pos-sesses the following entropy estimate:(0.13) H "(A; C(
)) � H "(M; C(
)) � C vol(
 \ BReff0 ) log2 1"++ H "=K �H(g)��[0;L log2 1" ℄�
; C([0; L log2 1" ℄; _L2b(
))� ;where the onstants C, K and L are independent of " and the e�etive radius Reffis determined in the same way as in Theorem 1.Although the exponential attratorM onstruted in Theorem 3 is a priori in�-nite dimensional, estimate (0.13) guarantees that it is �nite dimensional if the hullH(g) is �nite-dimensional; this is in partiular the ase for quasiperiodi externalfores.Corollary 2. Let the above assumptions hold and let the external fores g(t) bequasiperiodi with respet to t, with m rationally independent frequenies. Then,(0.8) possesses a �nite dimensional exponential attrator M suh that(0.14) dimF (A; C(
)) � dimF (M; C(
)) � C vol(
 \ BReff ) +m;where C is the same as in (0.5).As in the autonomous ase, applying Corollary 2 to the nonautonomous versionof problem (0.6), we obtain the following result.Corollary 3. Let the above assumptions hold and let, in addition, the externalfores g(t) be quasiperiodi with respet to t, with m rationally independent fre-quenies, and belong to the spae Cb(R � 
). Then, equation (0.8) possesses a5



uniform family of nonautonomous exponential attrators M� and the following es-timate holds:(0.15) dimF (A� ; C(
)) � dimF (M� ; C(
)) � C1��3=2 +m;where the onstant C1 is independent of � and m.Finally, in Setion 6, we also verify the sharpness of (0.15) and indiate examplesof nonlinearities f for whih we have(0.16) C1��3=2 +m � dimF (A�; C(
)) � dimF (M� ; C(
)) � C2��3=2 +m;where C1 and C2 are independent of � and m.This paper is organized as follows. The de�nitions of the funtional spaeswhih are neessary to study problem (0.8) in an unbounded domain and theirbasi properties are briey indiated in Setion 1. Analyti properties of the solu-tions of problem (0.8) in a �nite time interval, suh as existene and uniqueness,regularity and smoothing property, are established in Setion 2. The global (uni-form) attrator for problems (0.1) and (0.8) is onstruted in Setion 3. Estimate(0.13) for the "-entropy of the global attrator A is obtained in Setion 4. Theonstrution of an exponential attratorM, whih satis�es estimate (0.13), is givenin Setion 5. Finally, in Setion 6, we apply the above results to equation (0.6) andindiate analogous results for more general lasses of reation-di�usion equationswith nonsalar di�usion matries a.The results of the present paper have been partially announed in [15℄.Aknoledgements. This researh was partially supported by INTAS projetno. 00-899 and CRDF grant no. 10545.x1 Funtional spaes.In this setion, we introdue several lasses of Sobolev spaes in unboundeddomains and briey reall some of their properties whih will be essential in thesequel. For a detailed study of these spaes, see [13℄ and [32-34℄.De�nition 1.1. A funtion � 2 L1lo(Rn) is alled a weight funtion with growthrate � � 0 if the ondition(1.1) �(x+ y) � C�e�jxj�(y); �(x) > 0;is satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Remark 1.1. It is not diÆult to dedue from (1.1) that(1.2) �(x+ y) � C�1� e��jxj�(y);is also satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .The following example of weight funtions are of fundamental signi�ane forour purposes: �f�g;x0(x) = e��jx�x0j; � 2 R; x0 2 Rn :(Obviously, this weight has the growth rate j�j.)6



De�nition 1.2. Let 
 � Rn be some (unbounded) domain in Rn and let � be aweight funtion with growth rate �. We setLp�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kp�;0;p � Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx <1� :Analogously, the weighted Sobolev spae W l;p� (
), l 2 N, is de�ned as the spae ofdistributions whose derivatives up to order l belong to Lp�(
).In order to simplify the notations, we will write throughout the paper W s;pf�g(
)instead of W s;pe��jxj(
).We also de�ne another lass of weighted Sobolev spaes as follows:W l;pb;�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kpb;�;l;p = supx02
f�(x0)ku;
 \ B1x0kpl;pg <1� :Here and below, we denote by BRx0 the ball in Rn of radius R entered at x0 andku; V kl;p stands for kukW l;p(V ).We will write W l;pb (
) instead of W l;pb;1(
).Proposition 1.1.1. Let u belong to Lp�(
), where � is a weight funtion with growth rate �. Then,for any 1 � q � 1, the following estimate holds:(1.3) �Z
 �(x0)q �Z
 e��jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q � C Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx;for every � > �, where the onstant C depends only on �, � and the onstant C�in (1.1) (and is independent of 
).2. Let u belong to L1� (
). Then, for every � � �, the following analogue ofestimate (1.3) is valid:(1.4) supx02
��(x0) supx2
fe��jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jg:The proof of this Proposition an be found in [13℄ or [34℄.In order to study reation-di�usion equations (0.1) and (0.8), we need to imposesome regularity assumptions on the unbounded domain 
 � Rn , whih are assumedto be valid throughout the paper.We assume that there exists a positive number R0 > 0 suh that, for every pointx0 2 
, there exists a smooth domain Vx0 � 
 suh that(1.5) BR0x0 \ 
 � Vx0 � BR0+1x0 \ 
:Moreover, we also assume that there exists a di�eomorphism �x0 : B20 ! BR0+2x0suh that �x0(x) = x0 + px0(x), �x0(B10) = Vx0 and(1.6) kpx0kCN + kp�1x0 kCN � K;where the onstant K is independent of x0 2 
 and N is large enough. Forsimpliity, we assume from now on that (1.5) and (1.6) hold for R0 = 2.We note that, in ase 
 is bounded, onditions (1.5) and (1.6) are equivalentto the following: the boundary �
 is a smooth manifold. Now, for unboundeddomains, the sole smoothness of the boundary is not suÆient to obtain the regularstruture of 
 as jxj ! 1, sine some uniform (with respet to x0 2 
) smoothnessonditions are required. It is however more onvenient to formulate these onditionsin the form (1.5) and (1.6). 7



Proposition 1.2. Let the domain 
 satisfy onditions (1.5) and (1.6) and theweight funtion � satisfy ondition (1.1) and let R be some positive number. Then,the following estimates hold:(1.7) C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx � Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C2 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx:Proof. We have(1.8) Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 = Z
 ju(x)jp�Z
 �
\BRx (x0)�(x0) dx0� dx:Here, �
\BRx denotes the harateristi funtion of the set 
 \BRx .It follows from inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that(1.9) C1�(x) � infx02BRx �(x0) � supx02BRx �(x0) � C2�(x);and assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) imply that(1.10) 0 < C1 � mes(
 \BRx ) � C2;uniformly with respet to x 2 
.Estimate (1.7) is an immediate orollary of estimates (1.8){(1.10) and Proposi-tion 1.2 is proved.Corollary 1.1. Let (1.5) and (1.6) hold. Then, the following norm is equivalentto the usual norm in W l;p� (
):(1.11) ku;
k�;l;p = �Z
 �(x0)ku;
 \BRx0kpl;p dx0�1=p :In partiular, all the norms (1.11) are equivalent, for R > 0.To study equation (0.1), we also need weighted Sobolev spaes of frational orders 2 R+ (and not for s 2 Z only). We �rst reall (see [28℄ for details) that, if V isa bounded domain, a lassial norm in the spae W s;p(V ), s = [s℄ + l, 0 < l < 1,[s℄ 2 Z+, an be de�ned by(1.12) ku; V kps;p = ku; V kp[s℄;p + Xj�j=[s℄ZV ZV jD�u(x)�D�u(y)jpjx� yjn+lp dx dy:It is not diÆult to prove, arguing as in Proposition 1.2 and using this representa-tion, that, for any bounded domain V with a suÆiently smooth boundary(1.13) C1ku; V kps;p � ZV ku; V \BRx0kps;p dx0 � C2ku; V kps;p:This justi�es the following de�nition. 8



De�nition 1.3. We de�ne the spae W s;p� (
), for s 2 R+ , as the spae of distri-butions whose norm (1.11) is �nite.It is not diÆult to hek that these norms are also equivalent for di�erent R > 0.We now note that the weight funtions(1.14) �f�g;x0 = e��jx�x0j;satisfy onditions (1.1) uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn and, onsequently, allthe estimates obtained above for arbitrary weights will be valid for family (1.14)uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn . Sine these estimates are of fundamental sig-ni�ane for what follows, we write them expliitly in several orollaries formulatedbelow.Corollary 1.2. Let u belong to LpfÆg(
), for 0 < Æ < �. Then, the followingestimate holds uniformly with respet to y 2 Rn :(1.15) �Z
 e�qÆjx0�yj �Z
 e��jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q �� C�;Æ Z
 e�Æjx�yjju(x)jp dx:Moreover, if u 2 L1fÆg(
), Æ � �, then(1.16) supx02
�e�Æjx0�yj supx2
fe��jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C�;Æ supx2
fe�Æjx�yjju(x)jg:Corollary 1.3. Let u belong to W l;pb;�(
) and � be a weight funtion with growthrate � < �. Then(1.17) C1ku;
kpb;�;l;p �� supx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e��jx�x0jku;
 \B1xkpl;p dx� � C2ku;
kpb;�;l;p:For the proof of this orollary, see [34℄.We will essentially use the subspaes of W l;pb (
) whih onsist of funtions de-aying when jxj ! 1 below.De�nition 1.4. We de�ne the spae _W l;pb (
) as follows:(1.18) _W l;pb (
) := fu 2W l;pb (
) : limjx0j!1 ku;
 \ B1x0kl;p = 0g:The following proposition gives simple ompatness riteria for sets in _W l;pb (
).Proposition 1.3. A set B 2 _W l;pb (
) is ompat if and only if:1. For every x0 2 
, the restrition B��Vx0 of the set B to Vx0 is ompat inW l;p(Vx0). 9



2. The set B possesses a uniform 'tale' estimate, i.e. there exists a ontinuousfuntion RB(z) : R+ ! R+ suh that limz!1RB(z) = 0 and(1.19) ku;
 \ B1x0kl;p � RB(jx0j); 8u 2 B:This proposition an be easily proved by using the Hausdor� riterium.The next proposition will be useful in order to verify that a funtion belongs tothe spae _W l;pb (
). In order to formulate it, we need the following de�nition.De�nition 1.5. For every � > 0 and every u 2W l;pb (
), we introdue the funtionR�l;p(u; z), z 2 R+ , as follows:(1.20) R�l;p(u; z) := supx2
�e�� dist(x;RnnBz0 )ku;
 \ B1xkl;p�:Proposition 1.4.1) Let u 2 W l;pb (
). Then, the following estimate holds for every z 2 R+ and� > 0:(1.21) R�l;p(u; z) � max�ku;
kb;l;pe��z=2; supjxj�z=2fku;
 \B1xkl;pg�:In partiular, u 2 _W l;pb (
) if and only if(1.22) R�l;p(u; z)! 0; as jzj ! 1:2) Let, in addition, a funtion v 2W l1;p1b (
) satisfy the estimate(1.23) kv;
 \B1x0kl1;p1 � C supx2
ne��jx�x0jku;
 \B1xkl;po ;for an appropriate � > 0. Then(1.24) R�l1;p1(v; z) � CR�l;p(u; z); z 2 R+ ;where the onstant C is independent of l, p, l1, p1, � > 0, z 2 R+ , u and v. Inpartiular, if u 2 _W l;pb (
), then v 2 _W l1;p1b (
).Proof. The proof of estimate (1.21) is straightforward and we omit it here. In orderto prove estimate (1.24), there remains to observe that the weight funtion(1.25) '�;z(x) := e�� dist(x;RnnBz0 )has the growth rate � and satis�es inequality (1.1) with C'�;z � 1. Multiplying nowinequality (1.23) by ��;z(x0), applying the operator supx02
 and using inequality(1.4), we obtain estimate (1.24) and Proposition 1.4 is proved.10



x2 A priori estimates. Existene and uniqueness of solutions.In this setion, we onsider the following paraboli boundary value problem:(2.1) � �tu� a�xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g(t);u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0;in an unbounded domain 
 � R3 whih satis�es onditions (1.5) and (1.6).We reall that u = (u1; � � � ; uk), a; �0 > 0, f = (f1; � � � ; fk), g = (g1; � � � ; gk)and that the nonlinear term f satis�es the following onditions:
(2.2) 8>>>>><>>>>>:

1: f 2 C1(Rk � R3k ; Rk );2: f(v; p):v � 0;3: jf(v; p)j � jvjQ(jvj)(1 + jpjr), r < 2;4: jf 0v(v; p)j � jvjQ(jvj)(1 + jpjr);5: jf 0p(v; p)j � jvjQ(jvj)(1 + jpjr�1);for every (v; p) 2 Rk � R3k and for some monotoni funtion Q : R+ ! R+ .We further assume that the right-hand side g(t) = g(t; x) belongs to the spae(2.3) � := Cb(R; _L2b (
))(we will assume below that g is translation-ompat in �, endowed with the loaltopology, see Setion 3). The phase spae �b for problem (2.1) is de�ned as(2.4) �b :=W 2�Æ;2b (
) \ fu0���
 = 0g;i.e. u0 2 �b, where the �xed exponent Æ > 0 is suh that Æ < minf1r � 12 ; 12g. Asolution of equation (2.1) is de�ned as a funtion u belonging to the spaeL1(R+ ;�b) \ Cb([0;1); L2b(
));whih satis�es equation (2.1) in the sense of distributions.The main aim of this setion is to derive several useful a priori estimates for thesolutions of (2.1) and to prove, based on these estimates, the unique solvability ofthe problem under onsideration. We start by formulating the following L1-boundson the solution u.Theorem 2.1. Let u be a solution of (2.1). Then, the following estimate holds,uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.5) ju(T; x0)j2 � C supx2
fe��jx�x0jju(0; x)j2ge�T++ C supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) Z
 e��jx�x0jjg(t; x)j2 dx� ;for some  > 0 and suÆiently small � > 0.Inequality (2.5) follows from a standard appliation of the maximum prinipleto the funtion w(t; x) = u(t; x):u(t; x), see [13℄ or [23℄ for details.The next theorem gives a dissipative estimate for the solution u(t) in the phasespae �b. 11



Theorem 2.2. Let u be a solution of problem (2.1). Then, the following estimateis valid, uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.6) ku(T );
 \ B1x0k2�Æ;2 �� e�TQ1(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk2�Æ;2�++Q1(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t);
\ B1xk0;2o� ;for some monotoni funtion Q1 and small onstants  > 0 and � > 0.Proof. We rewrite equation (2.1) as a linear equation:(2.7) �tu� a�xu+ �0u = h(t) := g(t)� f(u(t);rxu(t)):The following analogue of paraboli regularity theorems for weighted Sobolev spaesis proved in [13℄:(2.8) Z
 e�2�jx�y0jku(T ); Vxk22�Æ;2 dx �� Ce�T Z
 e�2�jx�y0jku0; Vxk22�Æ;2 dx++ C supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) Z
 e�2�jx�y0jkh(t); Vxk20;2 dx� ;for some positive onstant C and small positive onstants  and � whih are in-dependent of y0 2 
 and Vx de�ned in (1.5) and (1.6). Applying the operatorsupy02
 e��jx0�y0j to both sides of (2.8) and using (1.17), we obtain the followingestimate:(2.9) supx2
ne��jx�x0jku(T ); Vxk22�Æ;2o �� C 0e�T supx2
ne��jx�x0jku0; Vxk22�Æ;2o++ C 0 supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t); Vxk20;2o�++ C 0 supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkf(u(t);rxu(t)); Vxk20;2o� ;where C 0 and the small positive onstants  and � are also independent of x0.Thus, there only remains to estimate the last integral in the right-hand side of(2.9). Aording to (2.2), we have(2.10) kf(u(t);rxu(t)); Vxk20;2 � Cku(t); Vxk20;1Q2(ku(t)kL1(
))(ku; Vxk2r1;2r+1):Using a standard interpolation inequality (see [28℄), we obtain(2.11) ku; Vxk1;2r � Cku; Vxk1��0;1ku; Vxk�2�Æ;2;12



where � = 12�Æ 2 (0; 1) (we also note that, due to assumptions (1.5) and (1.6), theonstant C in (2.11) is independent of x). It follows from our assumptions on Æthat 2r� < 2 and, onsequently, (2.10) and (2.11) imply(2.12) kf(u(t);rxu(t)); Vxk20;2 � ku(t); Vxk20;1Q�(ku(t)kL1(
))+�ku(t); Vxk22�Æ;2:Here, � > 0 is an arbitrary positive number and Q� is an appropriate monotonifuntion, depending on �. Aording to Theorem 2.1, we have(2.13) Q� �ku(t)kL1(
)� � e�t ~Q� �ku0kL1(
)�+ ~Q� (kgk�) ;for an appropriate new funtion ~Q�. Consequently, due to (2.5), (2.9), (2.12) and(2.13), we obtain(2.14) Zx0(T ) � e�TQ�(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0; Vxk22�Æ;2�++Q�(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t); Vxk20;2o�++ C� supt2[0;T ℄ne�(T�t)Zx0(t)o ;where Zx0(t) := supx2
 ne��jx�x0jku(t); Vxk22�Æ;2o and where � > 0 an be hosenarbitrarily small. We now �x � > 0 suh that C� < 1=2. Then, (2.14) implies that(2.15) Zx0(T ) � C1e�TQ(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0; Vxk22�Æ;2�++ C1Q(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t); Vxk20;2o� ;for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q (see [13℄). Estimate (2.15), together withthe obvious estimate(2.16) C�1 supx2
ne��jx�x0jkv;
 \ B1xkl;po �� supx2
ne��jx�x0jkv; Vxkl;po � C supx2
ne��jx�x0jkv;
 \B1xkl;po ;imply (2.6) and Theorem 2.2 is proved.Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then, the followingestimate is valid:(2.17) ku(t)k�b � Q1(ku0k�b)e�t +Q1(kgk�);for some monotoni funtion Q1 and positive onstant .Indeed, applying supx02
 to (2.6), we derive (2.17).13



Corollary 2.2. Let u be a solution of (2.1) and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2be satis�ed. Then(2.18) kf(u(T );rxu(T ));
 \ B1x0k20;2 �� e�TQ2(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2�++Q2(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t);
\ B1xk20;2o� ;for some monotoni funtion Q2 and positive onstants  and �.Indeed, (2.18) follows from estimates (2.5), (2.6) and (2.10).Corollary 2.3. Let u be a solution of (2.1) and let the assumptions of the previoustheorem be valid. Then, u 2 C1�Æ=2(R+ ; L2b(
)) and(2.19) kuk2C1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� e�TQ3(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2�++Q3(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t);
\ B1xk20;2o� :Indeed, rewriting equation (2.1) in the form (2.7) and applying the paraboliregularity theorem, together with estimate (2.18), we derive estimate (2.19) (seealso [13℄ for details).We now derive the smoothing property for equation (2.1).Corollary 2.4. Let u be a solution of (2.1) and let us assume that the assumptionsof Theorem 2.2 hold. Then, for every �xed 0 < Æ1 < Æu 2 C([1;1);W 2�Æ1;2b (
));and, for arbitrary T � 1, the following estimate is satis�ed:(2.20) ku(T );
 \ B1x0k22�Æ1;2 �� e�TQ4(ku0k�b) supx2
�e��jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2�++Q4(kgk�) supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg(t);
\ B1xk20;2o� ;where the monotoni funtion Q4 depends on Æ1, but is independent of x0 2 
.Proof. We introdue the funtion w(t) = (t � T + 1)u(t). Then, this funtionsatis�es(2.21) ( �tw � a�xw + �0w = (t� T + 1)g � (t� T + 1)f(u;rxu) + u � ~h(t);w��t=T�1 = 0; w���
 = 0:Applying the paraboli regularity theorem to the linear equation (2.21), we derive(2.20), analogously to (2.9), but replaing Æ by Æ1, using estimates (2.9) and (2.18)in order to estimate the right-hand side of (2.21) and taking into aount thatw(T � 1) = 0.The next orollary shows that the trajetory u(t) is H�older ontinuous withrespet to t 2 [1;1) in the spae �b. 14



Corollary 2.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold and let u be a solutionof (2.1). Then, the following estimate is valid, for T � 1:(2.22) kukCs([T;T+1℄;�b) � Q5(ku0k�b)e�T +Q5(kgk�);where s := 12 (Æ� Æ1) 2�Æ2�Æ1 , Q5 is an appropriate monotoni funtion and  > 0 is aonstant.Indeed, aording to (2.19) and (2.20), we havekukC1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2b(
)) + kukL1([T;T+1℄;W 2�Æ1;2b (
)) � Q(ku0k�b)e�T +Q(kgk�):Interpolating between C1�Æ=2(L2b) and L1(W 2�Æ1;2b ), we obtain estimate (2.22).The next theorem shows that, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, equation(2.1) generates a Lipshitz ontinuous dynamial system in �b.Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then, for every u0 2 �b,equation (2.1) possesses a unique solution u(t) 2 �b, t � 0, i.e. this equationgenerates a dynamial proess fUg(t; �); t � �; � 2 Rg in the phase spae �b:(2.23) Ug(t; �) : �b ! �b; Ug(t; �)u(�) := u(t); t � �:Moreover, if u1(t) and u2(t) are two solutions of (2.1) with right-hand sides g1 andg2 respetively, then(2.24) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 �� CeKT supx2
ne��jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2o++ C supt2[0;T ℄�eK(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg1(t)� g2(t);
 \ B1xk20;2o� ;where the onstants C > 0 and K > 0 depend on kui(0)k�b and kgik�, but areindependent of x0 2 
.Proof. The existene of a solution for problem (2.1) an be veri�ed, based on es-timate (2.17), in a standard way (e.g. by approximating the unbounded domain
 by bounded ones 
n, solving (2.1) in 
n by the Leray-Shauder priniple and�nally passing to the limit n!1, see [13℄ for details).So, there only remains to verify estimate (2.24). Let u1(t) and u2(t) be twosolutions of (2.1) with right-hand sides g1(t) and g2(t) respetively. Then, thefuntion v(t) := u1(t)� u2(t) satis�es the equation(2.25) �tv = a�xv� �0v� bL1(t; x)v� bL2(t; x)rxv+ h(t); v��t=0 = u1(0)� u2(0);where h(t) := g1(t)� g2(t) and(2.26) ( bL1(t; x) := R 10 f 0u(su1(t) + (1� s)u2(t); srxu1(t) + (1� s)rxu2(t)) ds;bL2(t; x) := R 10 f 0rxu(su1(t)+(1� s)u2(t); srxu1(t)+(1� s)rxu2(t)) ds:15



We note that, due to H�older's inequality, assumptions (2.2) on the derivatives of fand the Sobolev's embeddings(2.27) W 2�Æ;2 �W 1;3r �W 1;6(r�1) and W 2�Æ;2 � C;(we reall that n = 3 and Æ < 1r � 12), we have(2.28) kbL1(t); Vxk0;3 + kbL2(t); Vxk0;6 �� (ku1(t); Vxk2�Æ;2 + ku2(t); Vxk2�Æ;2)Q (ku1(t); Vxk2�Æ;2 + ku2(t); Vxk2�Æ;2) ;where the monotoni funtion Q is independent of x 2 
. Consequently, aordingto (2.17)(2.29) kbL1(t); Vxk0;3 + kbL2(t); Vxk0;6 �M;where the onstant M depends on kuik�b and kgik�, i = 1; 2, but is independentof x.We derive estimate (2.24) in two steps. In a �rst step, we obtain an estimate ofthe L2-norm of v, similar to (2.24).Lemma 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Then, for every x0 2 
,the following estimate is satis�ed:(2.30) supx02
ne��jx�x0jkv(T ); Vxk20;2o �� CMeKMT supx02
ne��jx�x0jkv(0); Vxk20;2o++ CM supt2[0;T ℄�eKM (T�t) supx02
ne��jx�x0jkh(t); Vxk20;2o� ;where � > 0 is a small onstant and onstants CM and KM depend on the onstantM in (2.29), but are independent of x0.Proof of Lemma 2.1. We multiply equation (2.25) by ve�2�jx�y0j, integrate over 
and use the obvious inequality(2.31) jrxe�2�jx�y0jj � 2�e�2�jx�y0j:Then, we obtain, for a suÆiently small � > 0(2.32) �t Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx+ �0 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx++ a Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjrxv(t; x)j2 dx � Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjbL1(t; x)j � jv(t; x)j � jv(t; x)j dx++ Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjbL2(t; x)j � jv(t; x)j � jrxv(t; x)j dx++ Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjh(t; x)j2 dx:16



We estimate the �rst two terms in the right-hand side of (2.32) by using repre-sentation (1.17), H�older's inequality, lassial Sobolev's embedding theorems andestimate (2.29). Indeed, the �rst term an be estimated as follows:(2.33) I1(t) � C1 Z
 e��jx�x0jk jbL1(t)j � jv(t)j � jv(t)j; Vxk0;1 dx �� C2 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jkbL1(t); Vxk0;3 � kv(t); Vxk0;2 � kv(t); Vxk1;2 dx �� C3M2 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx+ a=4 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjrxv(t; x)j2 dx:Analogously, using, in addition, the interpolation inequalitykv; Vxk0;3 � Ckv; Vxk1=20;2 � kv; Vxk1=21;2 ;we �nd(2.34) I2(t) � C Z
 e�2�jx�y0jk jbL2(t)j � jrxv(t)j � jv(t)j; Vxk0;1 dx �� C1 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jkbL2(t); Vxk0;6 � kv(t); Vxk0;3 � kv(t); Vxk1;2 dx �� C2 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jkbL2(t); Vxk0;6 � kv(t); Vxk1=20;2 � kv(t); Vxk3=21;2 dx �� C3M4 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx+ a=4 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjrxv(t; x)j2 dx:Inserting (2.33) and (2.34) into (2.32), we have(2.35) �t Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx�KM Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(t; x)j2 dx++ a=2 Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjrxv(t; x)j2 dx � Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjh(t; x)j2 dx;where KM := ��0+C3M2(1+M2). Applying Gronwall's lemma to relation (2.35),we obtain(2.36) kv(T ); Vx0k20;2 � CMeKMT Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjv(0; x)j2 dx++ Z T0 eKM (T�t) Z
 e�2�jx�y0jjh(t; x)j2 dx dt:Multiplying (2.36) by e��jx0�y0j, taking the supremum over y0 2 
 of both sidesof the obtained inequality and using inequalities (1.17), we �nally �nd (2.30) andLemma 2.1 is proved.We are now in a position to omplete the proof of the theorem. Indeed, ap-plying the paraboli regularity theorem to equation (2.25) (see [13℄), we obtain,17



analogously to (2.8) and (2.9)(2.37) supx02
ne��jx�x0jkv(T ); Vxk22�Æ;2o � Ce�T supx2
ne��jx�x0jkv(0); Vxk22�Æ;2o+ C supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkh(t); Vxk20;2o�+C supt2[0;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0j(kbL1(t)v(t); Vxk20;2 + kbL2(t)rxv(t); Vxk20;2)o� :Thus, there remains to estimate the last supremum in the right-hand side of (2.37).To this end, we note that, due to H�older's inequality, the Sobolev's embeddingtheorems and estimate (2.29)(2.38) kbL1(t)v(t); Vxk20;2 + kbL2(t)rxv(t); Vxk20;2 �� C�kv(t); Vxk20;2 + �kv(t); Vxk22�Æ;2;whih is valid for every � > 0; see also (2.33) and (2.34). Inserting these estimatesinto (2.37) and using (2.24), we �nd(2.39) Zx0(T ) � C 0�eK0MT supx2
ne��jx�x0jkv(0); Vxk22�Æ;2o++ C 0 supt2[0;T ℄�eK0M (T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkh(t); Vxk20;2o�++ C� supt2[0;T ℄ne�(T�t)Zx0(t)o ;where K 0M := maxf�;KMg and Zx0(t) := supx2
 ne��jx�x0jkv(t); Vxk22�Æ;2o.Fixing � < 1=(2C) in (2.39), we obtain (2.24) as in (2.14) and Theorem 2.3 isproved.Remark 2.1. We note that the onstant K = K 0M in (2.24) is de�ned by(2.40) K 0M = maxf�;��0 + CM2(1 +M2)g;where M is de�ned in (2.29) and  and C are independent of M . Therefore, theexponent K 0M is negative, if M is small enough. This will be essential for the nextsetions.The next orollary is an analogue of Corollary 2.4 for equation (2.25).Corollary 2.6. Let u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of (2.1) with right-hand sidesg1(t) and g2(t) respetively. Then, for every �xed 0 < Æ1 < Æ and for an arbitraryT � 1, the following estimate holds:(2.41) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ1;2 �� CeKT supx2
�e��jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0); Vxk22�Æ;2�++ C supt2[0;T ℄�eK(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jkg1(t)� g2(t); Vxk20;2o� ;18



where the onstant C depends on Æ1, but is independent of x0 2 
.Indeed, we set w(t) = (t� T + 1)v(t). Then(2.42) �tw � a�xw + �0w = v(t) + (t� T + 1)h(t)�� (t� T + 1)�bL1(t)v(t) + bL2(t)rxv(t)� � ~h(t); w��t=T�1 = 0; w���
 = 0:Applying the paraboli regularity theorem to the linear equation (2.42), we obtain(2.41), analogously to (2.9), but replaing Æ by Æ1, using estimates (2.24) and (2.38)in order to estimate the right-hand side of (2.42) and taking into aount thatw(T � 1) = 0. x3 The global (uniform) attrator.In this setion, we prove that equation (2.1) possesses the global (uniform) at-trator in the phase spae �b. To this end, following [6-7℄, [21℄ and [34℄, we onsidera family of equations of type (2.1), generated by all time translations of the initialequation and their limits in the orresponding topology. To be more preise, weonsider the following family of problems:(3.1) �tu = a�xu� �0u� f(u;rxu) + �(t); � 2 H(g);where H(g) is the hull of the initial external fores g, de�ned via(3.2) H(g) := �Thg; h 2 R��lo ; (Thg)(t) := g(t+ h);�lo := Clo(R; _L2b (
)) and [�℄�lo denotes the losure in the spae �lo.In order to onstrut the attrator for family (3.2), we further assume that thehull (3.2) is ompat in the spae �lo:(3.3) H(g) �� �lo(following [6℄, suh funtions are alled translation-ompat in �lo). We nowintrodue the funtion(3.4) R�0;2(H(g); z) := supt2R sup�2H(g)R�0;2(�(t); z);where � > 0 is a suÆiently small parameter whih will be spei�ed below and thefuntion R�0;2(�; z) is de�ned by (1.18). Then, due to (3.3) and due to Propositions1.3 and 1.4, we have(3.5) R�0;2(H(g); z)! 0 as z !1:We now de�ne the semigroup fSh; h � 0g in the extended phase spae �b �H(g)via(3.6) Sh : �b �H(g)! �b �H(g); Sh(u0; �) := (U�(h; 0)u0; Th�);where U�(t; �) is the solving operator of problem (2.1) with the external fores greplaed by � 2 H(g). 19



We reall that a set A � �b �H(g) is the global attrator of semigroup (3.6) if1. The set A is ompat in �b �H(g).2. The set A is stritly invariant, i.e. ShA = A .3. A is an attrating set for the semigroup Sh, i.e. for every neighborhood O(A )of the attrator A in the spae �b�H(g) and every bounded subset B � �b�H(g),there exists T = T (O; B ) suh that(3.7) ShB � O(A ) for h � T;(see e.g. [6-7℄ for details). If the global attrator A exists, then the projetionA := �1A onto the �rst omponent of �b �H(g) is alled the uniform attrator ofequation (2.1).Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold and let in addition theexternal fores g be translation-ompat in �lo (see (3.3)). Then, the semigroupSh possesses the global attrator A in the spae �b�H(g). Moreover, the assoiateduniform attrator A belongs to the spae(3.8) _�b := _W 2�Æ;2b (
);and has the following struture:(3.9) A = [�2H(g)K���t=0;where K�, � 2 H(g), is the set of all solutions u(t) of (3.1) de�ned and bounded forall t 2 R (u 2 L1(R;�b)).Proof. We �rst prove that Sh possesses a loally ompat attrator in the spae�b � H(g), i.e. an attrator that is a priori only bounded in �b � H(g), butompat in the loal topology of �lo �H(g), where(3.10) �lo :=W 2�Æ;2lo (
);and attrats bounded subsets of �b � H(g) also in the loal topology (i.e. theneighborhood O(A ) in (3.7) must be understood in the spae �lo �H(g), see e.g.[34℄). We reall that, due to the abstrat attrator's existene theorem (see [3℄), itsuÆes, in order to obtain suh an attrator, to verify the following onditions:1. The operators St are �lo � H(g)-ontinuous on every �b � H(g)-boundedsubset B and every �xed t � 0.2. The semigroup St possesses a bounded in �b�H(g) and ompat in �lo�H(g)attrating set K.Let us verify these onditions for our semigroup. The �rst ondition is an im-mediate orollary of estimate (2.24). Applying the operator supx02
 to both sidesof (2.20) and using (1.4), we have, for T � 1(3.11) ku(T )kW 2�Æ1;2b (
) � e�TQ(ku0k�b) +Q(kgk�);for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q and �xed onstants 0 < Æ1 < Æ and  > 0.Estimate (3.11), together with (3.3) and the obvious inequality(3.12) k�k� � kgk�; for every � 2 H(g);20



imply that the set(3.13) K := �u0 2W 2�Æ1;2b (
) : ku0kW 2�Æ1;2b � 2Q(kgk�)��H(g)is indeed an absorbing set for the semigroup Sh. We note that the embeddingW 2�Æ1;2b (
) � �lo is ompat (sine Æ1 < Æ). Thus, the seond ondition is alsosatis�ed and, onsequently, the semigroup Sh possesses a loally ompat attra-tor A . Relation (3.9) then follows from the general global attrator's desriptiontheorem, see [3℄ and [6℄.Let us now prove that the obtained attrator is in fat ompat in the uniformtopology of �b�H(g). To this end, we note that, aording to (2.6), every ompletebounded solution u(t) 2 K� of equation (3.1) satis�es the estimate(3.14) ku(T );
 \ B1x0k22�Æ;2 �� Q(kgk�) supt2(�1;T ℄�e�(T�t) supx2
ne��jx�x0jk�(t);
\ B1xk20;2o� :Proposition 1.4 now implies that(3.15) ku(T );
 \ B1x0k2�Æ1;2 � Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); x0);for some funtion Q and, onsequently(3.16) kA; B1x0 \ 
k2�Æ1;2 � Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); x0):Estimate (3.16), together with ondition (3.5), imply that A � _�b and possesses auniform 'tale' estimate, i.e.(3.17) limjx0j!1 kA;
 \B1x0k2�Æ;2 = 0:We also note that, by onstrution, A is ompat in �lo. Thus, due to Proposi-tion 1.3, the set A is ompat in _�b and, therefore, A is ompat in �b �H(g).So, there remains to verify that A is an attrating set for Sh in the uniformtopology of �b �H(g). Let us assume the onverse. Then, there exist a sequene�n 2 H(g) of external fores, a sequene of solutions un(t) of (3.1) with � replaedby �n, un(0) belonging to some bounded subset B � �b, and a sequene tn ! 1suh that(3.18) dist�b(un(tn);A) � �0 > 0:Sine A is a loally ompat attrator, then there exists u0 2 A suh that(3.19) kun(tn)� u0;
 \ BR0 k2�Æ;2 ! 0; for every R > 0:It follows from (3.6) and Proposition 1.4 that(3.20) kun(tn);
nBR0 k2�Æ;2 � e�tnQ(kBk�b) +Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); R);21



and, onsequently, due to (3.16) and (3.20)(3.21) lim supn!1 kun(tn)� u0;
nBR0 k2�Æ;2 � Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); R):Convergenes (3.5), (3.19) and (3.21) ontradit (3.18). Therefore, A is an attrat-ing set in the uniform topology of �b �H(g) and Theorem 3.1 is proved.Remark 3.1. The uniform attrator A of equation (2.1) an be de�ned withoutusing the extended semigroup Sh and the skew-produt tehnique. Namely, the setA is alled the uniform attrator of equation (2.1) if1. A is ompat in �b.2. A is a uniformly attrating set for the proess fUg(t; �); t � �; � 2 Rg, i.e.for every neighborhood O(A) in �b and for every bounded subset B � �b, thereexists T = T (O; B) suh that, for every � 2 R(3.22) Ug(� + t; �)B � O(A) for t � T:3. A is minimal among the losed sets enjoying properties 1 and 2.The equivalene of the two de�nitions is proved in [6℄.Remark 3.2. We note that every periodi, quasiperiodi and almost-periodi withvalues in _L2b(
) external fore is obviously translation-ompat in �lo and, on-sequently, equation (2.1) with right-hand sides from these lasses possesses theuniform attrator A. We also note that the lass of translation-ompat funtionsis larger than the lass of almost-periodi funtions. Indeed, it is not diÆult toverify, using the Arzela-Asoli theorem, that every(3.33) g 2 C�b (R; _W�;2b (
)); � > 0;is translation-ompat in L1lo(R; _L2b (
)). So, the translation ompatness an beinterpreted as some regularity assumption on g. Moroever, it is possible to verifythat g is translation-ompat in �lo if and only if(3.34) g 2 �C1b (R; C100(R3)��
)�Cb(R;L2b(
));where C100(R3) denotes the subspae of C1(R3) onsisting of funtions with �nitesupport in R3 (see [34℄ for details).Now, in order to study the Kolmogorov's entropy of the obtained attrator, weneed some estimates on the di�erene of solutions belonging to a neighborhood ofthe attrator A. First, we onstrut a speial neighborhood of A in �b. To thisend, analogously to (3.4), we introdue, for every u0 2 �b, the funtion(3.35) R��b(u0; z) := R�2�Æ;2(u0; z);where the onstant � > 0 is the same as in (2.6). Then, due to (2.6), (1.23) and(1.24), we have the following 'tale' estimate for the solution u(t) of equation (3.1):(3.36) R��b(u(t); z) � Q(ku(0)k�b)e�tR��b(u(0); z) +Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); z):22



We �nally set, for every R � 0(3.37) R�0;2(H(g); z; R) := 2Q(kgk�)( R�0;2(H(g); z); z < R;R�0;2(H(g); R); z � R;and(3.38) VR := �u0 2 �b : R��b(u0; z) � R�0;2(H(g); z; R); 8z 2 R+	:Then, on the one hand, it follows from (3.36) that set (3.38) is a uniformly absorbingset for the family of equations (3.1). On the other hand, (3.36) implies that, forevery u0 2 VR, the orresponding solution u(t) of (3.1) satis�es(3.39) R��b(u(t); z) � ~Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); z; R);where ~Q is independent of R.Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, there exists R =Reff > 0 suh that, for every solutions u1(t) and u2(t) of equation (3.1) with right-hand sides g1 2 H(g) and g2 2 H(g) respetively and with initial data u1(0); u2(0) 2VReff(3.40) u1(t)� u2(t) = Lu1;u2(t) +Nu1;u2(t);where the �rst term in (3.40) satis�es(3.41) kLu1;u2(t)k�b � Ce�tku1(0)� u2(0)k�b + CeKtkg1 � g2kC([0;t℄;L2b);and the seond one an be estimated as follows:(3.42) kNu1;u2(t);
 \ B1x0k2�Æ1;2 � CeKt�� dist(x0;BReff0 )ku1(0)� u2(0)k�b;where the onstant Reff an be found from the following equation:(3.43) R�0;2(H(g); Reff) = �; � := �(f; a; �0; kgk�);and the positive onstants C; ; �; �;K and Æ1 < Æ depend only on kgk�, but areindependent of x0, Reff and u1(0); u2(0) 2 VReff .Proof. We set v(t) := u1(t) � u2(t) and h(t) := g1(t) � g2(t). Then, the funtionv obviously satis�es equation (2.25). Let us split the funtion v(t) into a sum ofthree funtions vi(t), i = 1; 2; 3:(3.44) v(t) = v1(t) + v2(t) + v3(t);where v1(t) is solution of(3.45) �tv1 = a�xv1 � �0v1 � bL1(t)v1 � bL2(t)rxv1 + h(t); v1��t=0 = 0;23



(the funtions bL1(t) and bL2(t) are de�ned by (2.26)), the funtion v2(t) is solutionof(3.46) �tv2 = a�xv2��0v2�(1��R)bL1(t)v2�(1��R)bL2(t)rxv2; v2��t=0 = v(0);�R = �R(x) being the harateristi funtion of the R-ball BR0 in Rn , and thefuntion v3(t) is solution of(3.47) �tv3 = a�xv3 � �0v3 � bL1(t)v3 � bL2(t)rxv3 + hR(t); v3��t=0 = 0;with hR(t) := ��R(x)�bL1(t)v2(t) + bL2(t)rxv2(t)�.We note that equation (3.45) is very similar to (2.25) and, onsequently, estimate(2.24) implies that(3.48) kv1(t)k�b � CeKtkhkC([0;t℄;L2b(
));for appropriate onstants C andK, depending only on kgk�. Let us then investigateequation (3.46). To this end, we observe that, due to (2.28) and (3.39), we have(3.49) k(1� �R)bL1(t);
 \ B1x0k0;3 + k(1� �R)bL2(t);
 \B1x0k0;6 �� ~Q(kgk�)R�0;2(H(g); R) :=MR;for some monotoni funtion ~Q. We note that equation (3.46) is also of the form(2.25) and, onsequently, the funtion v2(t) satis�es the following analogue of (2.24):(3.50) kv2(t)k�b � CeKMR tkv(0)k�b;where C depends only on kgk� and the oeÆient KM satis�es(3.51) KM := C1M2R(1 +M2R)� C2�0:Sine R�0;2(H(g); R)! 0 as R !1, then it is possible to �x R = Reff suh thatKM � � := �C2�0=2. Moreover, the minimal number R whih possesses thisproperty obviously satis�es (3.43). In that ase, (3.50) reads(3.52) kv2(t)k�b � Ce�tkv(0)k�b:So, there only remains to study equation (3.47). As above, equation (3.47) is of theform (2.24). Applying the smoothing property (2.40) and using estimates (2.38)and (2.53), we dedue that, for some 0 < Æ1 < Æ and for all t � 1(3.53) kv3(t);
 \B1x0k2�Æ1;2 �� C sups2[0;t℄�eK(t�s) supx2
�e��jx�x0jkh(s);
 \ B1x0k0;2		 �� C1eKtkv2(t)k�b supjxj�R�e��jx�x0j	 � C2eKt�� dist(x0;BR0 )kv(0)k�b:We now set(3.54) Lu1;u2(t) := v1(t) + v2(t); Nu1;u2(t) := v3(t):Then, estimates (3.48), (3.52) and (3.53) give (3.41) and (3.42) and Theorem 3.2 isproved.The next theorem shows that the 'size' of the attrator A��
\B1x0 deays expo-nentially as jx0j ! 1. 24



Theorem 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold and let u1(t) and u2(t),t 2 R, be two arbitrary solutions belonging to the set K� (de�ned in (3.9)), for some� 2 H(g). Then, the following estimate is valid:(3.55) ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \B1x0k2�Æ;2 � Ce�� dist(x0;BReff0 ); t 2 R;where the onstant C is independent of u1; u2 2 K�, t 2 R and � 2 H(g) and theonstants � > 0 and Reff are the same as in Theorem 3.2.Proof. We set v(t) := u1(t)� u2(t). Then, this funtion satis�es the equation(3.56) �tv = a�xv��0v�(1��Reff )bL1(t)v�(1��Reff )bL2(t)rxv = hv(t); t 2 R;where the funtions bL1 and bL2 are de�ned in (2.26) and(3.57) hv(t) := �Reff (x)bL1(t)v(t) + �Reff (x)bL2(t)rxv(t):Sine the attrator A is bounded in �b, then(3.58) khv(t); B1x0kL2 � C�Reff+1(x0);where the onstant C is independent of t, u1; u2 and �. We now reall that we �xthe e�etive radius Reff suh that (see (3.51)) equation (3.56) (or, equivalently,equation (3.46)) is exponentially stable and, onsequently, aording to (2.24), wehave(3.59) kv(t);
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 �� C sups2(�1;t℄�e��(t�s) �supx2
 e��jx�x0jkhv(s);
 \ B1xk20;2��;where � > 0 and C are independent of t, u1; u2 and �. Inserting estimate (3.58)into the right-hand side of (3.59), we �nally obtain inequality (3.55). This �nishesthe proof of Theorem 3.3.Corollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold and let, in addition,equation (2.1) be autonomous:(3.60) g(t; x) := g(x) 2 _L2b(
):We further assume that z0 2 _W 2;2(
) is an arbitrary equilibrium of equation (2.1):(3.61) a�xz0 � �0z0 � f(z0;rxz0) = g; z0���
 = 0:Then, the following estimate holds:(3.62) kA� z0;
 \ B1x0k2�Æ;2 � Ce�� dist(x0;BReff0 );where � > 0 and C > 0 are independent of z0.Indeed, taking u2(t) := z0 in (3.55), we �nd (3.62).25



Remark 3.3. Estimate (3.62) desribes the asymptoti behavior of the attratorAas jxj ! 1 in the autonomous ase. Moreover, this estimate shows that, outside thee�etive domain 
eff := 
\BReff0 , the attrator A oinides with the equilibriumz0 up to exponentially small terms as jxj ! 1. That is the reason why we anpredit that the dynamis generated by (0.1) in an unbounded domain 
 an bemore or less well approximated by equation (0.1) in the bounded domain 
eff . Inthe next setion, we partially prove this onjeture by showing that A has indeeda �nite fratal dimension whih an be estimated from above in terms of Reff :(3.63) dimF (A;�b) � C vol(
eff );where C is independent of Reff . We also note that the right-hand side of (3.63)oinides with the typial asymptotis for the dimension of the attrator A ofequation (0.1) in the bounded domain 
eff (see e.g. [3℄).x4 Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the global (uniform) attrator.This setion is devoted to the study of the Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the global(uniform) attrator A of equation (2.1). First, we briey reall the de�nition ofKolmogorov's "-entropy and give some lassial examples (see [22℄ and [28℄ for amore detailed study).De�nition 4.1. Let K be a (pre)ompat set in a metri spae M . Then, dueto Hausdor�'s riteria, it an be overed by a �nite number of "-balls in M . LetN"(K;M) be the minimal number of "-balls that over K. Then, by de�nition, theKolmogorov's "-entropy of K is de�ned as follows:(4.1) H "(K;M) := log2N"(K;M):We now give several examples of typial asymptotis for the "-entropy.Example 4.1. We assume that K = [0; 1℄n and M = Rn (more generally, K is an-dimensional ompat Lipshitz manifold of a metri spae M). Then(4.2) H "(K;M) = (n+ o(1)) log2 1" ; as "! 0:This example justi�es the de�nition of the fratal dimension.De�nition 4.2. The fratal dimension dimF (K;M) is de�ned as(4.3) dimF (K;M) := limsup"!0 H "(K;M)log2 1=" :The following example shows that, for sets that are not manifolds, the frataldimension may be noninteger.Example 4.2. Let K be a standard ternary Cantor set in M = [0; 1℄. ThendimF (K;M) = ln 2ln 3 < 1:The next example gives the typial behavior of the entropy in lasses of funtionswith �nite smoothness. 26



Example 4.3. Let V be a smooth bounded domain of Rn and let K be the unitball in the Sobolev spae W l1;p1(V ) and M be another Sobolev spae W l2;p2(V )suh that the embedding W l1;p1 �W l2;p2 is ompat, i.e.l1 > l2 � 0; l1n � 1p1 > l2n � 1p2 :Then, the entropy H "(K;M) has the following asymptotis (see [28℄):(4.4) C1�1"�n=(l1�l2) � H "(K;M) � C2�1"�n=(l1�l2) :Finally, the last example shows the typial behavior of the entropy in lasses ofanalyti funtions.Example 4.4. Let V1 � V2 be two bounded domains of C n . We assume that K isthe set of all analyti funtions � in V2 suh that k�kC(V2) � 1 and thatM = C(V1).Then(4.5) C3 (log2 1=")n+1 � H "(K��V1 ;M) � C4 (log2 1=")n+1 ;(see [22℄).We now state the main result of this setion.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, the entropy of theattrator A satis�es (for " > 0 small enough):(4.6) H "(A;�b) � C vol(
 \BReff+C10 ) log2 1"++ H "=K �H(g)��[0;L log2 1="℄�
; Cb([0; L log2 1="℄; L2b(
))� ;where Reff is de�ned in Theorem 3.2 and onstants C, C 0, L and K depend onlyon the left-hand side of equation (2.1) and on kgk� and are independent of Reff .Proof. We adapt the method suggested in [16℄ and [34℄ to our situation. Let VR ��b be the same as in Theorem 3.2. Then, aording to (3.41), (3.42) and (3.36),there exists a time T = T (kgk�) suh that(4.7) U�(� + T; T )VR � VR; � 2 R; � 2 H(g);and, for every u1(0); u2(0) 2 VR, deomposition (3.40) is valid:(4.8) � kLu1;u2(T )k�b � 1=16ku1(0)� u2(0)k�b +K1kg1 � g2kCb([0;T ℄;L2b);kNu1;u2(T )k�eff � L1ku1(0)� u2(0)k�b ;where �eff := W 2�Æ1;2b;�eff (
), �eff (x) := e+� dist(x;BReff0 ), Æ1 < Æ, and the onstantsK1 and L1 depend only on kgk�. It is extremely important here that the embedding�eff � �b be ompat. Let now B = B(R; u0;�b), u0 2 VR, be a �b-ball of radiusR entered at u0 suh that A � B (suh a ball exists, sine A is bounded in�b). Our task is to onstrut, starting with the initial ball B, an R=2k-overing of27



the attrator A, for every �xed k. Estimating then the number of balls in theseoverings, we will dedue estimate (4.6).Let k 2 N be �xed. We �x the minimal R8K1 12k -overing of the set H(g)��[0;(k+1)T ℄for the metri of C([0; (k+1)T ℄; L2b(
)) (it is possible to do so, sine g is translati-on-ompat; the reason for taking the interval [0; (k + 1)T ℄ instead of [0; kT ℄ willbe lari�ed in the next setion, devoted to the onstrution of an exponential at-trator). Let G := f�1; � � � ; �Ng � H(g) be the enters of this overing. Then,obviously(4.80) log2N = log2N(k) :== H R=(2k+3K1)(H(g)��[0;(k+1)T ℄; C([0; (k+ 1)T ℄; L2b(
))):Let us also �x the minimal overing of the unit ball B(1; 0;�eff) for the �eff -normby a �nite number P of 1=(8L1)-balls for the metri of �b (suh a overing exists,sine �eff �� �b) and(4.9) log2 P := H 1=(8L1 )(B(1; 0;�eff);�b):It is important that, for every r > 0 and v 2 �b, the ball B(r; v;�eff) of radiusr in �eff entered at v an be overed by the same number P of balls of radiusr=(8L1) for the �b-norm (this overing an be onstruted from the initial overingof the unit ball B(1; 0;�eff) by shifting and homotetion).We now set U j0 := fu0g � VR, j = 1; � � � ; N , where u0 is the enter of our initialR-ball and we de�ne the sets U jl � VR by indution.Let us assume that the sets U jl � VR, j = 1; � � � ; N , are already de�ned for somel < k. We now de�ne the sets Wjl+1 as(4.10) Wjl+1 := U�j ((l + 1)T; lT )U jl :We onsider, for every j 2 [1; N ℄, the system of L1R=2l-balls for the �eff -normentered at the points of Wjl . We over eah of these balls by a �nite number P ofR=(2l+3)-balls for the metri of �b and we denote by U 0l+1 the set of all enters ofthese new balls. We �nally onstrut the sets U jl+1 from U 0l+1 by the following rule:if ul 2 U 0l+1 and VR \ B(R=2l+2; ul;�b) 6= ?, then we add one (arbitrary) pointfrom this intersetion to U jl+1; if this intersetion is empty, then we add nothing.Thus, obviously #U jl+1 � #U 0l+1 � P#U jl ; l = 0; � � � ; k � 1:Thus, we have de�ned by indution the sets U jl , for every 0 � l � k and j 2[1; � � � ; N ℄. We also note that the number of points in U jl is given by(4.11) #U jl � P l:28



Lemma 4.1. The R=2k-balls in �b entered at the points of the set Uk := [Nj=1U jkover the attrator A.Proof. Let w be an arbitrary point of A. Then, aording to Theorem 3.1, thereexist � 2 H(g) and a omplete bounded solution bu(t) of (3.1) suh that bu(kT ) = w.Aording to our onstrution, there exist j� 2 [1; � � � ; N ℄ and u�0 := u0 2 U j�0suh that(4.12) k� � �j�kC([0;(k+1)T ℄;L2b(
)) � R8K1 12k ; kbu(0)� u�0k�b � R:Let us assume that we have already proved that, for some l < k, there existsu�l 2 U j�l suh that(4.13) kbu(lT )� u�l k�b � R2l :We now set vl+1 := U�j� ((l+ 1)T; lT )u�l 2 Wj�l+1. Then, due to (4.8)(4.14) bu((l+ 1)T ) 2 OR=2l+3(B(L1R=2l; vl+1;�eff);�b);where O�(V;�b) is a �-neighborhood of the set V in the spae �b. Thus, due toour onstrution, there exists u0l+1 2 U 0l+1 suh thatbu((l+ 1)T ) 2 OR=2l+3(B(R=2l+3; u0l+1;�b)) = B(R=2l+2; u0l+1;�b):We note that VR \B(R=2l+2; ul+1;�b) 6= ?, sine it ontains bu(lT ). Consequently,by de�nition of U j�l+1, there exists u�l+1 2 U j�l+1 suh that(4.15) kbu((l + 1)T )� u�l+1k�b � R2l+1 :Thus, by indution, we onlude that there exists u�k suh thatkbu(kT )� u�kk�b � R2k :Sine w = u(kT ) 2 A is arbitrary, Lemma 4.1 is proved.Therefore, we have onstruted the R=2k-overing of the attrator A (enteredat the points of Uk := [Nj=1U jk). Consequently,(4.16) NR=2k(A;�b) � NP k:Taking the logarithm of both sides of (4.16) and writing the expliit expression ofN = N(k), we obtain, for every k 2 N(4.17) H R=2k (A;�b) � k log2 P++ H R=(2k+2L1)(H(g)��[0;(k+1)T ℄�
; C([0; (k+ 1)T ℄; L2b(
))):29



Estimate (4.6) is a simple orollary of (4.17). Indeed, let R > " > 0 be �xed andlet k be suh that(4.18) R2k�1 > " > R2k :Then, noting that the "-entropy is a noninreasing funtion of ", it follows from(4.17) that(4.19) H "(A;�b) � (1 + log2 R" ) log2 P++ H "=(8L1 ) �H(g)��[0;T (1+log2 R" )℄�
; C([0; T (1 + log2 R" )℄; L2b(
))� :In order to omplete the proof of the theorem, there remains to verify that(4.20) log2 P � C vol(
 \ BReff+C10 ):Indeed, aording to our hoie of spae �eff and, due to (4.9), there exists aonstant C1 = C1(L1; �) suh that(4.21) log2 P � H 1=(16L1 ) �B(1; 0;W 2�Æ1;2b (
 \BReff+C10 );�b(
 \BReff+C10 )� :It is well known (see e.g. [32℄ or [34℄) that the right-hand side of (4.21) an beestimated as follows:(4.22) H 1=(16L1) �B(1; 0;W 2�Æ1;2b (
 \ BReff+C10 );�b(
 \ BReff+C10 )� �� C2 vol(
 \BReff+C10 );where the onstant C2 is independent of Reff . Theorem 4.2 is proved.Remark 4.1. We note that, in the autonomous ase g = g(x), (4.6) implies thefollowing estimate for the fratal dimension of A:(4.23) dimF (A;�b) � C vol(
 \BReff+C10 ):We also reall that, for bounded domains 
, we have the estimate(4.24) dimF (A;�b) � C vol(
):x5 Exponential attrators.The main aim of this setion is to onstrut an (in�nite dimensional) exponentialattrator for the nonautonomous problem (0.1). For the reader's onveniene, westart our onsiderations by giving the standard de�nition of exponential attratorsfor semigroups (see [17℄).De�nition 5.1. Let Sh : �b ! �b, h � 0, be a semigroup. Then, a set M is anexponential attrator for Sh if1. M is ompat in �b.2. M is semi-invariant with respet to Sh, i.e. ShM � M ; 8h � 0.30



3. M attrats the bounded subsets of �b exponentially, i.e. there exists  > 0suh that, for every bounded subset B � �b, there exists a onstant C = C(B ) suhthat(5.1) dist�b(ShB ; M ) � Ce��h; � > 0; h � 0:4. The set M has �nite fratal dimension, i.e.(5.2) dimF (M ;�b) <1:For nonautonomous equations, a de�nition of exponential attrator an be ob-tained from De�nition 5.1 by using the skew produt tehnique and by projetingthe exponential attrator for the extended semigroup onto the �rst omponent (see[16℄ and [18℄). We give this de�nition in the ase of equation (3.1).De�nition 5.2. Let U�(t; �) : �b ! �b be the solving operators for (3.1). Then,a set M is an exponential attrator for this equation if1. M is ompat in �b.2. M attrats exponentially the trajetories of the family of equations (3.1), i.e.for every bounded subset B � �b, there exists C = C(B) suh that(5.3) sup�2H(g) dist�b(U�(t; 0)B;A) � Ce��t; � > 0:3. For every u0 2 M, there exists � 2 H(g) suh that U�(t; 0)u0 2 M, for everyt � 0.4. The set M has �nite fratal dimension: dimF (M;�b) <1.As in the autonomous ase, it follows immediately from the de�nition that theuniform attrator is a subset of any exponential attrator:(5.4) A �M:We note that, although this de�nition of nonautonomous exponential attratorsis well adapted to the study of nonautonomous equations in bounded domains 
with periodi or quasiperiodi external fores (see [11℄ or [16℄), it is not onvenientfor more general translation-ompat time dependenes or/and for unbounded do-mains. Indeed, as already mentioned, there is no reason to expet the uniformattrator to have �nite dimension in general and point 4 of De�nition 5.2, togetherwith the embedding (5.4), imply that dimF A <1. Consequently, there is also noreason to expet the existene of an exponential attrator in the sense of De�nition5.2 in general.Thus, ondition 4 of De�nition 5.2 should be modi�ed. We note, however, thatthis ondition annot be dropped ompletely. Indeed, in that ase, every ompat(semi-invariant) absorbing set of (2.1) would be an exponential attrator, whihdoes not make sense.We note that, although an exponential attrator must have in�nite dimension (ifthe same is true for the uniform attrator), it is reasonable to onstrut it as 'small'as possible. Using Kolmogorov's entropy in order to ompare the 'size' of in�nitedimensional sets, we ome to the following problem: onstrut an exponential at-trator M whose entropy H "(M) has in some sense the same type of asymptotis,as "! 0, as the entropy H "(A) of the uniform attrator:(5.5) H "(M; V0) � H "(A; V0):31



Having estimate (4.6) for the entropy of the right-hand side of (5.5), it looks reason-able to give the following de�nition of (in�nite dimensional) exponential attratorsfor equation (2.1).De�nition 5.3. A set M is an (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator forequation (2.1) if onditions 1{3 of De�nition 5.2 are satis�ed and if, in addition(5.6) H "(M;�b) � C1 vol(
 \ BReff+C00 ) log2 1"++ H "=L1 �H(g)��[0;K1 log2 1="℄�
; C([0; K1 log2 1="℄; L2b(
))� ;for appropriate onstants C1, C 0, L1 and K1 depending only on kgk�, a, �0 and f .Remark 5.1. We note that, if the external fore g is in some proper sense �nitedimensional (e.g. if it is quasiperiodi; see also the examples in Setion 6 below),then the seond term in the right-hand side of (5.6) has the asymptotis L00 log2 1="and, onsequently, (5.6) implies that M is �nite dimensional (that is the reasonwhy we put into parentheses the words 'in�nite dimensional' in De�nition 5.3). Inthis situation, De�nition 5.3 for exponential attrators oinides with the standardde�nition (i.e. De�nition 5.2).The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, equation (2.1)possesses an (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator M in the sense of De�ni-tion 5.3.Proof. We �rst note that it is suÆient to verify the exponential attration for anabsorbing set for equation (2.1) (indeed, the image of every bounded subset of �benters the absorbing set after a �nite time).Let us onstrut an absorbing set B � �b � H(g) for the extended semigroupSt : �b �H(g)! �b �H(g) via the expression(5.7) B := VR �H(g);where VR := VReff is the same as in Theorem 3.2. We now �x the time T = T (kgk�)exatly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (in order to satisfy (4.7) and (4.8)). Then,obviously(5.8) STB � B :As usual, we �rst onstrut an exponential attrator for the disrete semigroupS(n) := SnT , n 2 N . Then, we extend this result to the ontinuous ase.We will use the notations of Theorem 4.1. Namely, for every k 2 N , we onsiderthe R=(K12k+3)-net G(k) := f�k1 ; � � � ; �kNg in the hull H(g)��[0;(k+1)T ℄ of the right-hand side, restrited to the time interval [0; (k + 1)T ℄. Then, the number N = Nksatis�es estimate (4.80). For every j 2 [1; � � � ; N(k)℄ and l � k, we �x the setsU jl (k) � VR onstruted in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (exept that, in ontrastto Setion 4, we now indiate expliitly the dependene of sets G := G(k) andU jl := U jl (k) on k). We also reall that(5.9) #U jl (k) � P l; l � k; j 2 [1; � � � ; N(k)℄;32



where the onstant P is de�ned in (4.9).Then, it an be proved (repeating word by word the proof of Lemma 4.1) thatthe system of R=(2k)-balls for the �b-metri entered at the points of Uk(k) :=[N(k)j=1 U jk(k) overs the set �1SkB . We reformulate this property in the followingequivalent way:(5.10) dist�b(�1(SkB ) ; Uk(k)) � R2k :Roughly speaking, the main idea of our onstrution of exponential attrator is totake this attrator as the union �[k2N Uk(k)��b . Then, (5.10) gives the exponentialattration, whereas (5.9) gives the proper entropy estimate. However, in order tosatisfy the other onditions of De�nition 5.3, we have to be a little more aurate.Let us �rst de�ne the lifting of the sets U jk(k) (whih will be denoted below byU j(k) in order to simplify the notations) to the extended phase spae �b � H(g).To this end, for every v 2 U j(k), we take a point (uv; �v) 2 B suh that(5.11) kv � U�v (k; 0)uvkV0 � R=2k; k�j � �vkC([0;(k+1)T ℄;L2b) � R=(2k+3K1):(It is lear from the proof of Lemma 4.1 that the points v 2 U j(k) for whih suh apoint does not exist an be dropped out of U jk(k), thus preserving property (5.10)).We set Uj (k) := fSk(uv; �v) 2 �b �H(g) : v 2 U j(k)g and U(k) := [Nj=1Uj (k).Then (due to (5.9){(5.11))(5.12) dist�b (�1(SkB ) ; �1U(k)) � R=2k�1; U(k) � SkB ; #U(k) � N(k)P k:We are now in a position to onstrut the disrete exponential attrators M d andMd := �1M d . To this end, we �rst de�ne a sequene of sets E (k) by indution:(5.13) E (0) := U(0); E (k + 1) := S1E (k) [ U(k + 1);and we then de�ne the exponential attrator M d as follows:(5.14) M d := � [k2N E (k)��b�H(g):Indeed, the semi-invariane (S1M d � M d) is an immediate onsequene of (5.13)and (5.14). Furthermore, the exponential attration follows from the �rst formula of(5.12). Thus, there only remains to verify the entropy estimate. We reall that theentropy of a set oinides with that of its losure. Consequently, we will estimatethe entropy of Md1 := [k2N�1E (k).Let us �x an arbitrary ", R > " > 0, and ompute k = k(") from the inequality(5.15) R2k < " < R2k�1 :We then split Md1 as follows:(5.16) Md1 = ([l�k�1E (l)) [ ([l>k�1E (k)) :We note that, aording to our onstrution, E (k) � SkB . Consequently (sine Bis semi-invariant), the seond set in deomposition (5.16) is a subset of Sk+1B . We33



reall that (due to (5.12)) the system of R=2k(< ")-balls entered at the points of�1U(k + 1) overs �1(Sk+1B ) and, onsequently, overs the seond set in (5.16).Thus, the minimal number N"(Md;�b) of "-balls whih over the attrator satis�es(5.17) N"(Md;�b) �Xl�k #E (k) + #U(k + 1) � Xl�k+1#E (k):It follows immediately from the indutive de�nition of the sets E (l) that(5.18) #E (l) � Xm�l#U(m) � l#U(l) � (k + 1)#U(k + 1) � (k + 1)N(k + 1)P k:Inserting this estimate into (5.17) and applying the log2, it follows that(5.19) H "(Md;�b) � 2 log2(k + 1) + log2N(k + 1) + (k + 1) log2 P:Expressing k = k(") from (5.15) and inserting this expression into (5.19), we obtain(as in the end of the proof of Theorem 4.1) estimate (5.6). Thus, the set Md isindeed a disrete exponential attrator. We also note that the upper bound (4.6)for the entropy of the global attrator di�ers from the estimate for the exponentialattratorMd by the term log2(k(") + 1), whih is proportional to the logarithm ofthe logarithm of ".To omplete the proof of the theorem, there remains to extend Md to a ontin-uous exponential attrator.Lemma 5.1. We set(5.20) M = M  := [t2[0;T ℄StM d :Then, M := �1M is an (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator for equation(2.1).Proof. Let us verify the onditions of De�nition 5.3. The semi-invariane followsimmediately from the disrete semi-invariane of M d and from (5.20).Let us now verify the exponential attration. To this end, we �x an arbitrary(v; �) 2 B with orresponding trajetory u(t) := U�(t; 0)v and we onsider the timet = kT + s, where k 2 N and 0 � t < T . Then, aording to the onstrution ofthe sets U(k), there exists (v�; ��) 2 B suh that Sk(v�; ��) 2 U(k) and(5.21) ku(k)�U�(k; 0)v�k�b � R=2k�1; k����kC([0;(k+1)T ℄;L2b(
)) � R=(2k+2K1):The seond inequality follows from the seond inequality in (5.11) and from thefat that G(k) = f�j ; j = 1; � � � ; Ng is an R=2k+2K1-net. In partiular, we notethat this inequality implies that(5.22) kTk� � Tk��kC([0;T ℄;L2b(
)) � R=(2k+2K1):(That was the reason why we have onsidered the time interval [0; (k+1)T ℄ insteadof [0; kT ℄ from the very beginning.) 34



We note that, by de�nition of M , the point u�(t) := UTk��(kT+s; kT )U�(kT; 0)v�belongs to M. Moreover, estimate (2.24) implies that(5.23) ku(t)�u�(t)k�b � L00 �ku(kT )� u�(kT )k�b + kTk� � Tk��kC([0;T ℄;L2b(
))� :(We note that the onstant L00 � 1 is hosen suh that (5.23) holds uniformly withrespet to u(k); u�(k) 2 VR and 0 < t � kT < T . It is possible to do so thanks toTheorem 2.3.)Inserting estimates (5.21) and (5.22) into the right-hand side of (5.23), we have(5.24) ku(t)� u�(t)k�b � L12�k � L121�t=T :Sine u�(t) 2 M, we obtain the attration property.So, there only remains to verify the entropy estimate. To this end, it is onvenientto introdue the operator(5.25) S : �b �H(g)! C([0; T ℄;�b); S(v; �) := U�(t; 0)v;and to onsider the set M := SM � C([0; T ℄;�b). (Roughly speaking, we replaeevery point of M by the piee of the orresponding trajetory of length T .) Wealso need the following proposition.Proposition 5.1. The L00R=2k�2-balls for the topology of C([0; T ℄;�b) entered atthe points of S(U(k)) over S(SkB ).Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to our proof of the attration prop-erty. We take an arbitrary point (v; �) 2 B and we set u(t) := U�(t; 0)v. Then,there exists a point (v�; ��) 2 B , u�(t) = U��(t; 0)v�, suh that (u�(k); Tk��) 2 U(k)and(5.26) ku(kT )� u�(kT )k�b � R=2k�1; k� � ��kC([0;(k+1)T ℄;L2b) � R=2k+1:Thus, aording to estimate (5.23)(5.27) ku(s+ kT )� u�(s+ kT )k�b �� L00(R=2k�1 + R=2k+1) � L00R=2k�2; 0 < s < T;and Proposition 5.1 is proved.Let us now �x ", R > " > 0, and let us onstrut the "-overing of M. As in thedisrete ase, we ompute k = k(") from the inequality(5.28) L00R=2k < " < L00R=2k�1:We then deompose the set M as follows:(5.29) M = [l�kS(E(l)) [ S ([l�kE (l)) := M1 [ M2:We note that, as in the disrete ase, M2 � S(Sk+1B ) and, due to Proposition 5.1,it an be overed by the "-balls entered at the points of S(U(k+1)) � S(E(k+1)).35



Thus, we have proved that the system of "-balls entered at the points of S(E(l)),l = 1; � � � ; k + 1, overs M. Consequently (ompare with (5.19)), the entropy H "of this overing satis�es(5.30) H "(M; C([0; T ℄;�b)) � H " � (k + 1) log2 P + log2N(k) + 2 log2(k + 1):Computing k = k(") from (5.28) and inserting this value into (5.30), we obtain anentropy estimate of the form (5.6) for the set M.We are now in a position to estimate the entropy of M and to omplete theproof of the lemma. To this end, we introdue the projetorPR : C([0; T ℄;�b)! 2�b ; Pr(v) := fv(t) : t 2 [0; T ℄g:Obviously, M = PR(M) and, onsequently(5.31) dist�b(M;[l�k+1 PR(S(E(l)))) � ";where k = k(") is de�ned by (5.25). Thus, there remains to onstrut the overingof the sets O"(PR(S(E(l)))), where O" denotes the "-neighborhood in �b. We reallthat the sets E (l) ontain a �nite number of points. Therefore, it is suÆient toknow how to over the sets(5.32) O"(S(v; �)) = fw 2 �b : 9t 2 [0; T ℄; kv(t)� wk�b � "; v(t) := U�(t; 0)vg;for every (v; �) 2 E (l). In order to onstrut suh a overing, we note that, aordingto our onstrution, M � S1B (sine we take a union in (5.14) not from k = 0, butfrom k = 1). Then, aording to Corollary 2.4, M is bounded in W 2�Æ0;2b (
) and,onsequently (due to Corollary 2.5), every trajetory u(t) := U�(t; 0)v starting froman arbitrary point (v; �) 2 M is uniformly H�older ontinuous in �b, i.e.(5.33) ku(t+ s)� u(t)kV0 � Cs ; t � 0; 0 < s < T:In partiular, (5.33) holds uniformly with respet to (v; �) 2 E (l), l 2 N .Let us �x s0 = s0(") = ("=C)1= and let us onsider the following disrete subsetof (5.32):(5.34) L(v;�) := fv(ns0) : n = 0; 1; � � � ; [T=s0℄g:Then, obviously, the 2"-balls entered at the points of L(v;�) over (5.32). Moreover(5.35) #L(v;�) = 1 + [T=s0℄ � (C=")1= ;and, onsequently, the system of 2"-balls entered at the points of L(v;�), (v; �) 2E (l), l � k + 1, overs M. The entropy of this overing an be estimated byH " + 1= log2C=". Thus(5.36) H 2"(M;�b) � (k + 1) log2 P + log2N(k) + 2 log2(k + 1) + 1 log2C=":Computing k(") from inequality (5.28) and inserting this expression into (5.36), weobtain estimate (5.6). Lemma 5.1, and thus Theorem 5.1, are proved.36



x6 Examples and onluding remarks.In this setion, we derive several orollaries of the results obtained above whihshow in partiular that estimates (4.6) and (5.6) are in a sense sharp. We re-strit ourselves to the ase where the attrators A and M are �nite dimensionalonly (examples for the in�nite dimensional ase are given in [16℄). We start ouronsiderations with the autonomous ase(6.1) g = g(x) 2 L2b(
):Then, estimates (4.6) and (5.6) imply that(6.2) dimF (A;�b) � dimF (M;�b) � C vol(
 \BReff+C00 );where Reff is de�ned in Theorem 3.2 and C and C 0 depend only on kgkL2b . So, inthat ase, we have a �nite dimensional exponential attrator in omplete agreementwith the standard de�nition. Moreover, in the partiular ase 
 = R3 , (6.2) reads(6.3) dimF (A;�b) � dimF (M;�b) � C1(Reff + 1)3;where C1 depends only on kgkL2b and is independent of Reff .Let us now verify the sharpness of estimate (6.3) with respet to the parameterReff !1. To this end, we onsider the following partiular salar (k = 1) ase ofequation (2.1)(6.4) �tu = �xu� f(u)� �0u+ gR(x);where f(u) is an interation funtion satisfying the onditions(6.5) 1: f 2 C2(R;R); 2: f(u):u � 0; 3: 9�0 2 R; f 0(�0) � ��0 � 1:For a given R > 1, we onstrut an equilibrium point uR(x) of equation (6.4) via(6.6) uR(x) := �0� (jxj=(2R)) ;where �(z) 2 C1(R) is suh that 0 � �(z) � 1, �(z) = 1 for jzj � 1 and �(z) = 0for jzj � 2. Having the funtions uR(x), we �nally de�ne a family of external foresgR(x) suh that uR(x) is the equilibrium point of equation (6.4), namely(6.7) gR(x) := f(uR(x)) + �0uR(x)��xuR(x):Then, kgRkL1 � C, uniformly with respet to R � 1. Moreover, supp gR � BR0and, onsequently, we have the following estimate for the e�etive radius Reff =Reff (gR):(6.8) C1R � Reff (gR) � C2R:In order to obtain a lower bound on the dimension of the global attrator A, weuse the well-known fat that this dimension is greater than the unstable index ofany equilibrium point of equation (6.4):(6.9) dimF (A;�b) � Ind+uR ;(see e.g. [3℄ or [27℄). On the other hand, it is not diÆult to verify, using themin-max priniple, that(6.10) Ind+uR � Ind+(�x + Id; BR=20 ) � C3R3;(see [3℄ for details). Thus, we have proved the following result.37



Proposition 6.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, the following estimatesare satis�ed for the global and exponential attrators of (6.4):(6.11) C 0R3 � dimF (A;�b) � dimF (M;�b) � C 00R3;where C 0 and C 00 are independent of R � 1.Thus, (6.11) shows that (4.6) and (5.6) are sharp as Reff !1.For our next appliations, it will be useful to have an exponential attrator notonly in the phase spae �b, but also in the spae L1(
).Proposition 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let, in addition,(6.1) be satis�ed. Then, there exists an exponential attrator M 2 �b of equation(2.1) suh that:1. There exists a positive onstant  > 0 and a monotoni funtion Q, whihare independent of Reff , suh that, for every bounded set B � L1(
)(6.12) distL1(
) (StB;M) � Q(kBkL1(
))e�t:2. The fratal dimension of M satis�es the estimate:(6.13) dimF (A; L1(
)) � C vol(
 \ BReff+C00 );where C and C 0 are also independent of Reff .Proof. The assertion of Proposition 6.2 for the phase spae �b is proved in Theorem5.1. In order to extend this result to L1(
), there remains to note that, as provedin [13℄, equation (2.1) possesses a L1(
)! �b smoothing property of the followingform:(6.14) ku(1)k�b � Q(ku(0)kL1) +Q(kgkL2b);where the funtion Q is independent of Reff , whih �nishes the proof of Proposi-tion 6.2.In our next appliation, we onsider the following reation-di�usion system oftype (2.1), with a small di�usion parameter � � 1, in the domain 
:(6.15) �tu = ��xu� �0u� f(u) + g(x);where the nonlinearity is independent of rxu.Proposition 6.3. Let the funtion f satisfy(6.16) 1: f 2 C2(Rk ;Rk ); 2: f(u):u � 0;and let, in addition, the external fores satisfy(6.17) g 2 _L1(
):Then, equation (6.15) possesses an exponential attrator M�, for every � > 0, inL1(
). Moreover, these attrators satisfy (6.12) uniformly with respet to � > 0and their fratal dimension an be estimated as follows:(6.18) dimF (A� ; L1(
)) � dimF (M� ; L1(
)) � C��3=2;38



where the onstant C is independent of � > 0.Proof. Indeed, the form of equation (6.15) is preserved under the resaling x !x0�1=2 (whih obviously also preserves the L1-norm). We should then only replaethe domain 
 by 
0 = ��1=2
, the di�usion oeÆient � by 1 and the externalfores g(x) by g�(x0) := g(x0�1=2). We also note that the L2b -norms of g� areuniformly bounded as � ! 0 (to this end, we need the assumption g 2 L1(
)).Thus, onstruting an exponential attrator for the resaled equation, returningthen to the initial problem and using the invariane of the L1-norm, we onstrutexponential attrators M� enjoying property (6.12) uniformly with respet to �and satisfying the following estimates:(6.19) dimF (M� ; L1(
)) � C vol(��1=2
 \BReff (g�)+C0) � C1(Reff (g�) + 1)3;where the onstant C1 is independent of �. So, there remains to estimate thequantity Reff (g�) with respet to �. To this end, we note that the assumptiong 2 _L1(
), the obvious formulaR�0;2(H(g); z) � CR�0;1(H(g); z) := C sup�2H(g) supx2
�e�� dist(x;R3nBz0 )j�(0; x)j�;where C is independent of z and g, the equalityR�0;1(H(g�); z) = R�0;1(H(g); z�1=2)and the de�nition of Reff (see Theorem 2.3) immediately imply the estimate(6.190) Reff(g�) � Cg��1=2:Inserting (6.190) into (6.19), we �nally obtain (6.18) and Proposition 6.3 is proved.Remark 6.1. It is well known (see e.g. [3℄, [20℄ and [27℄), that estimate (6.18) issharp with respet to the parameter �.Remark 6.2. We note that we have rigorously proved estimate (6.18) only forsalar di�usion matries a. Nevertheless, we have used this assumption only in orderto derive the dissipative estimate (2.5) for the L1-norm (applying the maximumpriniple). Consequently, if this estimate is a priori known, then we an extend theresult of Proposition 6.3 to larger lasses of reation-di�usion systems. In partiular,instead of (6.15), we an onsider the system(6.20) �tu = a��xu� �0u� f(u) + g(x);with an arbitrary di�usion matrix a satisfying a + a� > 0 and a nonlinearity fsatisfying the assumptions(6.21) 1: f 2 C2(Rk ;Rk ); 2: f 0(u) � �K; 3: f(u):u � 0; 4: jf(u)j � C(1+ jujp);where p is arbitrary. The dissipative estimate for the L1-norm, of the form (2.5)(for � = 1 after resaling), has been obtained in [35℄. Thus, equations (6.20)39



possess exponential attratorsM� whih satisfy (6.12) uniformly with respet to �and their fratal dimension satis�es the sharp estimate (6.18).Let us now onsider the ase of quasiperiodi external fores g(t). More preisely,we assume that the funtion g has the following struture:(6.22) g(t) := G(T!t �0); G 2 C1(Tm; _L2b(
)); �0 2 Tm;where Tm is them-dimensional torus, ! = (!1; � � � ; !m) is a rationally independentfrequeny vetor and T!t �0 := (�0 + !t) (mod (2�)m) is a standard linear ow onthe torus. In that ase, the hull H(g) possesses the following desription:(6.23) H(g) = �G(T!t �); � 2 Tm	;and, onsequently, using the obvious fat that the standard linear ow preservesthe metri on the torus and the smoothness of G (G 2 C1), we have(6.24) H "=L1 �H(g); L1([0; K1 ln 1="℄; L2b(
)� � H "=L1 �H(g); C(R; L2b (
))� �� H "=(CGL1) (Tm;Rm) � �m+ o(1)� ln 1" ;where CG only depends on kGkC1(R;L2b(
)). Thus, Theorem 5.1 and (6.24) implythe following result.Proposition 6.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let, in addition, theexternal fores g have struture (6.22) (i.e. let g be quasiperiodi with m indepen-dent frequenies). Then, there exists �nite dimensional uniform A and exponentialM attrators of equation (3.1), whose fratal dimensions satisfy(6.25) dimF (A;�b) � dimF (M;�b) � C vol(
 \ BReff+C00 ) +m;where the �rst term in the right-hand side of (6.25) is the same as in the autonomousase, see (6.2).As in the autonomous ase, it is not diÆult to verify the sharpness of estimate(6.25).Proposition 6.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.4, there exists a familyof equations of the form (3.1) in 
 = R3 suh that(6.26) C1R3eff +m � dimF (A;�b) � dimF (M;�b) � C2R3eff +m;where Ci, i = 1; 2, are independent of Reff and m.Proof. Let us onsider equation (6.4) in 
 = R3 under assumptions (6.5) on thenonlinearity and with the external fores gR(x) de�ned in (6.7). Then, without lossof generality, we may assume that the equilibrium uR(x) is hyperboli (it is well-known, see e.g. [3℄ and [33℄, that the hyperboliity of an equilibrium is a generiproperty, so, if it is violated for the initial gR, one an �nd a new ~gR arbitrarilylose to gR for whih this assumption is satis�ed). Thus, we have(6.27) �b = ��b +�+b ;40



where the subspaes �+b := �+�b and ��b := ���b orrespond to the stable andunstable parts of the linear operator �x � �0 � f 0(uR). Moreover, it is well-knownthat the unstable subspae is �nite dimensional:(6.28) dim�+b <1;and there exists the �nite dimensional loal unstable manifoldM+(uR), de�ned by(6.29) M+(uR) := fu0 2 �b : ku0 � uRk�b � "; 9u 2 Cb(R� ;�b)suh that u(t) solves (6.4), u(0) = u0 and limt!�1 u(t) = uRg;where " > 0 is small enough (see e.g. [2℄ or [33℄ for details). This manifold isC1-di�eomorphi to �+b , i.e. there exists(6.30) M 2 C1(B("; 0;�+b );��b ); M(0) =M 0(0) = 0; suh thatM+(uR) = fv 2 �B : 9u+0 2 B("; 0;�+b ); v = uR + u+0 +M(u+0 )g:Let us now onstrut the small nonautonomous perturbation of equation (6.4). Tothis end, we �x an arbitrary quasiperiodi funtion w(t; �0) satisfying(6.31) w(t; �0) :=W (T!t �0); W 2 C2(Tm; _C2(R3));de�ne the nonautonomous perturbation of the external fores gR(x), for every smallÆ � 0, by(6.32) gR;m;�0(t) := gR + Æg1(t; Æ; �0);where(6.33) g1(t; Æ; �0) := �tw(t; �0)� a�xw(t; �0) + 1Æ [f(uR + Æw(t; �0))� f(uR)℄;and onsider the following equation:(6.34) �tu = �xu� f(u) + gR;m;�0(t):We note that the external fores in (6.34) are de�ned suh that the funtion ~u(t) :=uR + Æw(t; �0) is a solution of (6.34).Then, aording to the standard theory of nonautonomous perturbations of un-stable manifolds (see [14℄ and [29℄), for every �0 2 Tm, the set(6.35) M+Æ (uR; �0) := fu0 2 �b : 9u 2 Cb(R� ;�b)suh that u(t) solves (6.34), u(0) = u0 and ku(t)� uRk�b � ", 8t � 0 g;is a C1-submanifold of �b that is di�eomorphi to �+b if Æ > 0 is small enough.Moreover, these manifolds tend to (6.29) as Æ ! 0; more preisely, there exists(6.36) N 2 C1([0; Æ0℄� B("; 0;�+b )� Tm;�b) suh thatM+Æ (uR; �0) = fv 2 �b; 9u+0 2 B("; 0;�+b );v = V (Æ; u+0 ; �0) := uR + u+0 +M(u+0 ) + ÆN(Æ; u+0 ; �0)g:41



We now reall that, aording to the onstrution of the uniform attrator A ofproblem (6.34)(6.37) [�02TmM+Æ (uR; �0) � A:Consequently, there only remains to �nd an m+ dim�+b -dimensional submanifoldof �b whih is ontained in the left-hand side of (6.37). Thanks to the impliitfuntion theorem, suh a submanifold exists if(6.38) rankfDu+0 V (Æ; 0; �0); D�0V (Æ; 0; �0)g == rank� E� ÆDu+0 N(Æ; 0; �0)Æ�+D�0N(Æ; 0; �0) Æ��D�0N(Æ; 0; �0)� = �+m;at least for one point �0 2 Tm, where � := Ind+uR and E� is the identity matrix.It is not diÆult to verify that ondition (6.38) is satis�ed for suÆiently smallÆ > 0 if(6.39) rankf��D�0N(0; 0; �0)g = m:There remains to note that the derivative in (6.39) an be found as a unique boundedsolution of the variation equation assoiated with (6.34). More preisely, let  2 Rmand let v�(t) be the unique bounded solution of(6.40) �tv� = ��(�xv� � f 0(uR)v�) + ��D�0g1(t; 0; �0); t � 0:Then, D�0N(0; 0; �0) = v�(0). On the other hand, (6.33) implies that(6.41) D�0g1(t; 0; �0) = �tD�0w(t; �0)� a�xD�0w(t; �0) + f 0(uR)D�0w(t; �0):Comparing (6.40) and (6.41), we onlude that(6.42) ��D�0N(0; 0; �0) = ��D�0W (�0):Therefore, ondition (6.39) is obviously satis�ed if the nonautonomous perturbationsatis�es the additional generi assumption(6.43) rankf��D�0W (�0)g = m; for some �0 2 Tm.Thus, under assumption (6.43), the uniform attrator A of equation (6.34) ontainsa submanifold that is di�eomorphi to RInd+uR +m, if Æ > 0 is small enough, and,onsequently(6.44) dimF (A;�b) � Ind+uR +m:Combining now (6.10), (6.44) and Proposition 6.4, we �nish the proof of Proposi-tion 6.5. Thus, (6.25) is indeed sharp with respet to Reff and m.Let us formulate, to onlude, the nonautonomous analogue of Proposition 6.3.42



Proposition 6.6. Let the funtion f = f(u) satisfy (6.16) and let, in addition,the external fores g be quasiperiodi with m independent frequenies:(6.45) g(t) := G(T!t �0); G 2 C1(Tm; _L1(
)):Then, there exists a family M�;m of exponential attrators for equations (6.15)(with g replaed by g(t)) suh that1. There exists a positive onstant  > 0 and a monotoni funtion Q whihare independent of � and m (but whih obviously depend on kGkC1) suh that, forevery bounded set B � L1(
)(6.46) distL1(
) (Ug(� + t; �)B;M�;m) � Q(kBkL1(
))e�t:2. The fratal dimension of M�;m satis�es the inequalities(6.47) dimF (A�;m; L1(
)) � dimF (M�;m; L1(
)) � C1��3=2 +m;where C is independent of � and m.The proof of Proposition 6.6 is based on a resaling argument and is very similarto that of Proposition 6.3 and we omit it here.Remark 6.3. Applying the resaling arguments to Proposition 6.5, we obtainexamples of nonautonomous equations (6.15) for whih(6.48) C1��3=2 +m � dimF (A�;m; L1(
)) �� dimF (M�;m; L1(
)) � C2��3=2 +m;where C1 and C2 are independent of � and m. We also note that estimates of theform (6.48) for uniform attrators in bounded domains 
 are obtained in [6℄.Remark 6.4. To onlude, we note that, although we have onsidered in this paperonly the ase of three dimensional domains 
 � R3 , the main results of the paperremain true (after minor hanges) for an arbitrary spae dimension n. Obviously,in that ase, instead of assumption (2.3), we should require that(6.49) g 2 Cb(R; Lqb (
)); with q > n2 ;and is translation-ompat in the loal topology of this spae, and onsider problem(0.1) in the phase spae �qb :=W 2�Æ;qb (
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